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Hankook and Andreas Mikkelsen 
renew partnership for IRC return
Tyre giant Hankook has confi rmed its international rally plans 
with news that it is renewing its successful partnership with 
Norwegian ace Andreas Mikkelsen.
 Andreas and co-driver Ole Floene will be contesting 
selected rounds of the IRC (Intercontinental Rally Challenge) in 
a Hankook Ford Fiesta S2000 run by M-Sport.
 “This is such an exciting prospect for the season,’’ said 
Hankook motorsport manger Mike Patterson. “We dipped our 
toes in the water with the IRC last year and were impressed 
with the whole package, and with Andreas who drove for 
us on the Barum Czech Rally Zlin and won with us on the 
Costa Brava Rally, so we are delighted to have put together a 
comprehensive programme with an extremely promising young 
driver.’’
 Andreas already has a taste of what the Fiesta 
S2000 can do having driven the car recently on Rally Sweden, 
debuting the M-Sport car in the WRC.
 He said he was delighted to have confi rmed IRC plans 
for the year. “We have a very busy season with seven rounds 
of the IRC and selected rounds of the Norwegian national rally 
championship,’’ said Andreas.
 “Having worked with Hankook last year I have 
tremendous confi dence in the tyres and the Fiesta S2000 is 
without a doubt the rally car of the future.’’
 Malcolm Wilson, M-Sport managing director said: 
“This will be an exciting season for Andreas. He has already 
demonstrated he has the speed and ability to perform well, 
and the Ford Fiesta S2000 has shown its potential by winning 
in a number of events already this season, including Monte 
Carlo, Qatar and Mexico. Together they should be a good 
package and I will be watching Andreas’ performances with 
interest.”
 The Hankook IRC programme will begin with Sardinia 
in June with the programme also including Belgium, Azores, 
Czech Republic, San Remo, Scotland and Cyprus. Testing is 
planned ahead of the fi rst outing in Sardinia with all parties 
looking forward to making a positive impact on the IRC.
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Kimi Raikkonen is confi dent for debut 
at WRC Jordan Rally this weekend
Citroen Junior team driver Kimi Raikkonen is confi dent of 
bouncing back with a strong performance on the Jordan Rally, 
following the accident that put him out of the Rally Mexico 
three weeks ago, reported www.wrc.com.
 The 30-year-old tested his Citroen C4 WRC in the 
south of France for two days before heading off to the Jordan 
recce, and said that he was delighted with the results. He also 
reported no back pain, which had affected him in Mexico after 
he aggravated an old back injury at the start of the year.
 “The test went really well: we were able to have a 
bit more time in the car, which is what I need most,” said 
Raikkonen. “There was no real pain in the back and I’m feeling 
good: I’m looking forward to the rally. But Jordan is probably 
the most unfamiliar territory we will face so far. The plan is 
certainly to try to get to the end. We want to see where we are 
compared to everyone else, and gradually try to reduce the 
gap. It’s just a question of experience.”
 Raikkonen’s experienced co-driver Kaj Lindstrom - 
who is also competing in Jordan for the fi rst time - believes 
that the 2007 F1 champion’s improved pace note skills will be 
the key to him making progress on the Jordan Rally.
 “This is certainly one area where Kimi has made a 

Rallye de Portugal Revival sees iconic 
rally cars take to stages
Spectators visiting the stages on the second and third days 
of this year’s Vodafone Rally de Portugal have even more of 
a treat in store, as the event’s organisers have added a new 
attraction to the Portuguese round of the 2010 World Rally 
Championship.
 This year will see the fi rst running of Rallye de 
Portugal Revival, a mini-event for classic two-wheel drive cars 
built before 1982. Running on the same stages as the WRC 
competitors but between the fi rst and second runs of each 
stage, this innovation provides yet another attraction for rally 
fans.
 Around 20 competitors are expected to enter Rally 
de Portugal Revival - the time interval between the last car on 
the fi rst loop and the fi rst car on the second run means a limit 
of 20 cars. The Rally de Portugal Revival will see the cream 
of Portuguese classic drivers compete against a selection of 
international drivers in cars such as the venerable Ford Escort 
RS and the amazing Lancia Stratos, cars that helped shape the 
sport of rallying.
 Scrutineering will take place on Thursday May 27th, 
the same day as shakedown for the WRC runners and the Rally 
de Portugal Revival will begin on the fi rst superspecial stage, at 
the Algarve Stadium, just before the WRC competitors.
Friday, May 28th, will be dedicated to the recce and on the 
second day of the rally, Saturday May 29th, from 9.55am, 
competitors will compete once on each of the Almodôvar, 
Vascão and S. Brás de Alportel stages. The third rally day 
will start at 7.50am, with the Felizes and Loulé stages before 
fi nishing with the last superspecial stage, again just before the 
WRC competitors.
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Mikko Hirvonen says Petter Solberg is 
driver to watch out for in Jordan
Mikko Hirvonen says Petter Solberg is now a strong contender 
for World Rally Championship honours following his second 
place fi nish on Rally Mexico in early March, reported 
www.wrc.com.
 Solberg, the 2003 world champion, will have a new 
Citroen C4 WRC and upgraded engine at his disposal on the 
Jordan Rally, which gets underway on 01 April.
 Hirvonen, currently second to Sebastien Loeb in the 
drivers’ standings, was impressed by Solberg’s performance in 
Mexico.
 “Okay the road position helped but he got a good 
result in Mexico and could be a threat for the championship so 
for sure he’s going to be one driver I’ll be looking at in Jordan,” 
said BP Ford Abu Dhabi driver Hirvonen.
 Solberg is currently fi fth in the WRC table 23 points 
adrift of leader and six-time champion Loeb.
 Ken Rees, who manages the Petter Solberg World 
Rally Team, explained the signifi cance of Solberg’s new engine. 
“We started the year with the 2008-spec engine and this is 
the 2009 version,” said Rees. “It’s not a big improvement on 
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big improvement, both in terms of confi dence and accuracy. 
Particularly in Jordan, this will be really important. It’s obvious 
that his speed in a rally car is all there: it’s just a question of 
harnessing it in the most effective way.”
 The Jordan Rally will be only Raikkonen’s fourth-ever 
world championship rally, and only his eighth-ever rally of any 
description.
- Credit: www.wrc.com



Mads Ostberg decides to stick with 
Subaru WRC in 2010
Ostberg sticks with Subaru after Peugeot deal falls through
Norway’s Mads Ostberg will continue to compete in his Subaru 
Impreza World Rally Car this season after the collapse of a 
last-minute deal to enter the S-WRC with a Peugeot.
 Ostberg’s Adapta World Rally Team had been in 
discussions with Peugeot Sport about ending its long-term 
association with Subaru in favour of an S-WRC cup programme 
with the French fi rm’s Super 2000 specifi cation 207.
 Both parties reached agreement on the sporting side 
of the plan after a successful test last week, but budgetary 
problems later meant the project was abandoned.
 Instead, Ostberg and his co-driver Jonas Andersson 
will remain in the WRC class, tackling up to six events this year 
in an Impreza run in conjunction with British preparation fi rm, 
Prodrive.
 “We had a good test, and the planned Peugeot Sport 
supported program run by PH Sport with my own technicians 
joining was high standard - it’s a pity that the idea came up so 
late,” explained Ostberg.
 “With limited time it was not possible to present a 
fi nancial program that we could accept. With a little more time 
with potential sponsors, I believe we could have agreed to run 
it. We could have been fi ghting for the Championship with this 
car, I am convinced.
 “From my side the whole case has been a luxury 
problem only, I had two good alternatives, and I am happy 
that we have made the fi nal conclusion. I am looking forward 
to drive the Subaru in a joint venture program between Adapta 
and Prodrive. And to be totally honest I must admit that WRC 
is the ultimate class, where I feel home.”
- Credit: www.wrc.com

Shanghai FCAC puts China on the 
WRC map in Jordan Rally

Patrick Flodin set to make a winning 
WRC Jordan Rally comeback
In circumstances which mirror the S-WRC competition in 
the Jordan Rally, the main battle in the Production category 
features the return of a Swedish wild card winner from an 
earlier round who has since signed up for the full season, 
reported www.wrc.com.
 Patrik Flodin was one of the sensations of the 2010 
season opener in Sweden, winning the Production category in 
his Subaru Impreza by more that one minute to take an early 
lead in the standings. Since then, Flodin has agreed a deal 
with the Russian Uspensky Rally Team to build on his excellent 
start and turn his one-off appearance into a serious title bid.
 In Jordan, Flodin will go head to head with defending 
P-WRC champion, and winner of the last round in Mexico, 
Armindo Araujo, who has since upgraded his Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evo IX for an Evo X.
 Third in the championship standings, Norwegian 
driver Anders Grondal submitted an entry for Jordan in the 
hope of swapping it for one of his nominated rounds later in 
the season. However he later withdrew his Jordan entry after 
he was refused permission to switch.
 Another non-starter is Italian Subaru driver Gianluca 
Linari who, for logistical reasons, was granted special 
permission by the FIA to tackle Rally GB instead of Jordan.
 Jordan marks the season debut for several drivers 
in this year’s P-WRC, including Nicholai Georgiou of Lebanon 
who fi nished 16th overall, and second in Group N in the 2008 
Jordan Rally.
 Cypriot Subaru Impreza driver Spyros Pavlides gets 
his season underway in Jordan, as does Wang Rui, who will 
drive a Subaru Impreza for the Shanghai FCACA Rally Team 
- the fi rst Chinese team to embark on a World Championship 
programme.
 The Production regulars will be joined by Subaru 
Impreza driver Amjad Farah, a multiple Jordan National Rally 
champion who has been granted a wild card entry by the 
event’s organisers, Jordan Motorsport.
- Credit: www.wrc.com

power as such but it’s got more torque and is hopefully more 
drivable.”
 Solberg’s team invested in a second C4 for 2010 to 
cope with the logistics of competing on several continents 
during one season. The car the 35-year-old Norwegian and 
Welsh co-driver Phil Mills will use in Jordan - and on the fourth 
round of the WRC in Turkey from April 15-18 - has only just 
been completed and is due to undergo a short installation 
test in Jordan before Solberg and Mills tackle the pre-rally 
shakedown.
 Solberg’s Jordan Rally debut in 2008, in a factory 
Subaru Impreza, ended in retirement on the fi nal stage of 
day two when a leaking brake calliper resulted in him failing 
to negotiate a right-hander and led to him rolling twice after 
sliding into a ditch.
- Credit: www.wrc.com

The Shanghai FCACA Rally Team will make history in Rally 
Jordan when it becomes the fi rst Chinese team to enter the 
FIA World Rally Championship, reported www.wrc.com.
 The orange FCACA livery is already a familiar sight 
in the Chinese Rally Championship, but the team will make 
the step up to the world stage in Jordan, where its 2010 
campaigns in two FIA series get underway.
 Chinese driver Wang Rui will pilot a Subaru Impreza 
Sti in the P-WRC while multiple Finnish Champion Jari 

Ketomaa, who competes for the team in China, will drive a Ford 
Fiesta in the S-WRC and also score points for FCACA in the FIA 
WRC Cup for Teams.
 “We chose one local driver and one international driver 
to help us develop the team,” said FCACA team principal Jurgen 
Pan. “At this early stage developing the team is more important 
than winning a championship. Winning is our ultimate 
objective, but the team is very young and lacking international 
experience, so we need to take part in as many World Rallies 
as possible.”
 Pan has ambitious plans for his team and hopes its 
2010 WRC programme will be the start of closer links between 
China and the top level of rallying.
 “We hope through FCACA’s step onto the international 
stage that more and more Chinese will understand rally and 
its appeal. We want to be the leader in Chinese rallying - 
attracting more Chinese drivers and fans to the sport,” he said.
- Credit: www.wrc.com
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VELOCE PUBLISHING
THE PUBLISHERS OF FINE AUTOMOTIVE BOOKS

WIN! One of five selected 
books from the popular 
“Rally Giants” series 
every two weeks.

PLUS save 25% on Veloce 
Publishing’s Books* when ordered 
directly from www.veloce.co.uk by 
quoting “HHrally25” at checkout.
* Offer excludes leather and limited editions, gifts vouchers, 
other coinciding offers and non-Veloce products. P&P extra.

This week’s prize is “Ford 
Escort RS1800” written by 
Graham Robson. 
Question: The “original” 
Stig drove this car. What is 
his name?
Send your answers to 
evanrothman@gmail.com. 
The winner will be randomly 
chosen from correct entries 
received.
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With former World Rally Championship 
driver Conrad Rautenbach, who 
piloted a Citroen Junior Team C4 
WRC, now participating in the highly 
competitive South African National Rally 
Championship and winning his fi rst 
round in his new Ford Fiesta S2000, 
more WRC drivers have turned their 
attention to this national championship.
 The rules and regulations 
governing the sport from 2011 onwards 
will be based around an S2000-spec car 
running a 1600cc turbocharge engine. 
Top factory WRC drivers have already 
begun testing their 2011 machinery, but 
it is Petter Solberg who has taken the 
next step to gain an advantage over his 
rivals. Competing in an S2000, of which 
brand it has not been confi rmed, he will 
be participating in the remaining rounds 
of the South African National Rally 
Championship.
 In his media conference held on 

01 April, he announced his intentions to 
win the Sasol Rally (Round Three on the 
South African calendar).
 “It is seat time we need, and 
this will give us the best preparation for 
our future,” said Solberg. “We will need 
to gain the knowledge that will make us 
number one in 2011 and for me that will 
be found in South Africa.”
 The 2003 World Rally Champion 
would not give more details, but left the 
media conference smiling.
 If you are still believing 
this story at this point, the staff at 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS wishes you a 
fantastic April Fools Day!

All eyes will be on Petter Solberg this weekend 
as he tackles the WRC Jordan Rally, but South 
Africans will rejoice with his latest announcement.

BREAKING NEWS: 01 APRIL SURPRISE 
ANNOUNCEMENT BY WRC STAR

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by www.pettersolberg.com

Featuring European rally championships, British rally championships, Rally America 
events, international rally results and videos, as well as S2000 and WRC news.

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF RALLYING

        www.rallybuzz.com
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Ford and rally partner M-Sport identifi ed 
key areas on the record-breaking Focus 
RS World Rally Car in which the BP 
Ford Abu Dhabi World Rally Team could 
manage its environmental, economic and 
social impact. These range from engine 
parts and wheels to paintwork and fi re 
extinguishers.
 The team’s strategy supports 
Ford’s approach to environmental issues 
with its road vehicles, which is guided by 
its Product Sustainability Index (www.
ford.com/go/sustainability). This scores 
the impact of vehicles in eight areas, 
including the key elements of:
• the use of sustainable materials 
(recycled and renewable materials)
• substance management (including 
allergy-tested interiors)
• life cycle global warming potential 
(mainly carbon dioxide emissions) 
• life cycle air quality potential (other air 
emissions) 

Ford of Europe motorsport chief Gerard 
Quinn said 17 key areas of the Focus 

RS WRC were identifi ed in which parts 
could be recycled, or in which increased 
effi ciency and ‘greener’ materials helped 
to reduce the environmental impact.
 “We conducted a 
comprehensive environmental audit to 
identify ways in which we could better 
manage our impact. As a result the team 
undertook research and test work, with 
the help of our technical partners, and 
we’re delighted with the wide range of 
areas in which we have been able to 
lessen our impact,” said Quinn.
 “Gearbox components, 
aluminium and steel engine parts, brake 
discs and wheel rims can all be recycled 
at the end of their competition lives 
while the use of water-based paints and 
inks on the car’s paintwork and graphics 
reduces the use of hazardous materials.       
 “We have also worked closely 
with our partners, the FIA and rally 
organisers to reduce CO2 emissions. We 
analysed the team’s CO2 impact during 
the past three seasons in key areas 
such as air travel, rally car fuel and 
shipping and set reduction targets for 
the following season. This is a continuing 
process,” added Quinn.

 A large graphic highlighting 
the 17 key areas will be a feature of the 
team’s hospitality unit on all short-haul 
WRC rounds from the Jordan Rally (1 - 3 
April) onwards.
 Ford’s environmental measures 
in the WRC received support from Jean 
Todt, President of motorsport’s governing 
body, the FIA, which is heading an 
international campaign aimed at 
reducing the impact of motoring on the 
planet – Make Cars Green.
 “Make Cars Green aims to 
encourage a radical rethink in the 
way cars are considered in society by 
being at the forefront of encouraging 
considerate and ecologically sound 
mobility. That policy extends to 
motorsport. We recognise that 
motorsport has an important part to play 
in the development of new technologies 
both environmentally and in safety and 
we welcome Ford’s efforts to positively 
address sustainability issues,” he said.

Story by BP Ford Aby Dhabi WRT
Pictures by BP Ford Abu Dhabi WRT

Ford of Europe’s FIA World Rally Championship 
programme has benefi ted from detailed research 
and test work to reduce its environmental 
impact, as part of the company’s commitment to 
take a leading role within the motor industry in 
addressing sustainability issues.

FORD FOCUSES ON GREENER WRC
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Over a blind crest, now jumping into 
view and landing sideways on the 
slippery downhill gravel road, the S2000 
car is once more tittering on its engine’s 
limiter as it snakes its way down the hill 
towards a left kink. Back on the power 
for a short few seconds, the driver 
bashes down the gearbox and lines up 
the car for a fl ick through a 90-left. In 
the blink of an eye, overwhelmed by 
the bark from the exhaust and sheer 
acceleration of the beast, I catch a 
glimpse of the car as it appears through 
its dust trail on its way up another hill 

and out of sight. 
 This one moment of the 2010 
Toyota Dealer Rally highlighted the 
test of the crews and equipment of 
this past weekend’s second round of 
the Sasol South African National Rally 
Championship played out in the Western 
Cape’s Overberg region. Drivers, co-
drivers and their rally war machinery 
were tested over 11 high-speed stages 
in a hammer-and-tongs affair for 
teams not only at the sharp end of the 
leaderboard but throughout the fi eld 
as they fought for valuable points and 
positions in the various classes.
 Day One saw three drivers lead 
the rally, and four topped the timesheets 

SANRC: TOYOTA DEALER RALLY
26 - 27 March 2010 
In the distance, I hear this rally machine at full 
chat and running against its rev limiter, see its 
dust trail but not yet the car. 

SURPRISE WIN FOR RAUTENBACH

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by Motorpics

Final Classifi cation: 
01) C. Rautenbach/P. Marsh  – 01hr 28m 32,4s 
02) E. Kuun/G. Hodgson   +                 4,6s
03) H. Fekken/P. Arries  +               20,8s
04) J. Gemmell/D. Sturrock +        01m 03,3s
05) H. Lategan/J. Van der Merwe +        01m 31,6s 
06) M. Cronje/R. Paisley +        03m 26,5s 
07) T. Joubert/C. Peskin +        04m 12,2s 
08) E. Hutchison/E. Coetzee +        04m 13,5s
09) J. Van Dyk/H. Botes  +        05m 32,5s
10) V. Du Plessis/G. Snyman  +        06m 39,5s
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on Day Two, but it was the Zimbabwean 
crew of Conrad Rautenbach and Peter 
Marsh in their brand new M-Sport-
developed Ford Fiesta S2000 who 
claimed their fi rst victory. After a strong 
showing in the Total Tour Natal Rally 
last month in a Subaru Impreza N2010, 
Rautenbach/Marsh were expected to 
offer stiff competition but took all by 
surprise as they claimed the chequered 
fl ag and winners’ champagne in their 
new car’s debut showing. Enzo Kuun/
Guy Hodgson (BP Ultimate Volkswagen 
Polo S2000) and team-mates Hergen 
Fekken/Pierre Arries deservedly claimed 
the remaining podium spots and a 
valuable haul of Championship points.

DAY ONE:
First on the road was Kuun/Hodgson. 
Their road-sweeping duties did have an 
effect on their stage times but Kuun’s 
impressive driving style and controlled 
aggression kept this phenomenon to a 
minimum. 
 His pace was hot, and his 
rivals took up the challenge as early 
as SS1. He fi nished fourth overall at 
the overnight halt after fi ve high-speed 
stages and a 1,3km Super SpecialStage 
at the end of the long day. The dry and 
dusty conditions proved ideal for rallying 
in the Western Cape, and no less than 
15 fi re-breathing S2000s machines took 
to the fi rst stage.
 Frenetic: this word is an 
adjective. It aptly describes the 
electrifying stage times posted on Day 
One. In fact, throw all its synonyms into 
a hat and you will then understand the 
pace at the front of this fi eld.
 Kuun passed his road-sweeping 
duties to team-mates Jan Habig/Ralph 
Pitchford after they tussled with the 
Castrol Toyota Auris S2000s of Johnny 
Gemmell/Drew Sturrock and Mark 
Cronje/Robert Paisley to open up a 
slender 0,4sec lead at the end of Day 
One. Habig and Gemmell were tied for 
fi rst place going into SS6, but Habig’s 

Volkswagen Polo had a slight advantage 
over the Toyota Auris of Gemmell. Habig 
looked every inch the multiple South 
African Rally Champion that he is.
 The third BP Ultimate 
Volkswagen Polo S2000 piloted by 
reigning Champions Hergen Fekken 
and Pierre Arries won SS1 and saw 
their 0,6sec lead over the pack blow 
away with the dust as they suffered a 
puncture in SS2 and dropped them to 
ninth place overall at the start of SS3. 
Putting on a brave fi ght, they clawed 
their way to sixth place at the overnight 
halt only 48,7sec behind the rally’s 
leading pair. 
 In second position at the 
close of Day One, Johnny Gemmell/
Drew Sturrock were comfortable. In 
an interview before the day’s fi nal 
stage, Gemmell stated he was relaxed 
and happy to be running at his pace. 
Interestingly, his co-driver is 20-year-old 
Scotsman Drew Sturrock. This already 
highly regarded navigator travels to 
our country for his duties alongside 
Johnny Gemmell as one of the world’s 
youngest factory co-drivers and also 
busies himself with Scottish national and 
European events when not on duty in 
South Africa. 
 Mark Cronje/Robert Paisley 
were threatening in third place overall at 
Day One’s Parc Ferme, only 7,8sec adrift 
of Habig. Winning the fi nal stage of the 
day, SS6, a quietly confi dent and super-
fast Cronje bared his teeth to serve as 
a warning to his rivals for Day Two’s 
stages.
 Rautenbach’s mighty Ford 
Fiesta, and his WRC experience, surely 
intimidated his fellow competitors. 
Immediately out of the box, his pace 
was impressive. As the day wore on, 
the young Zimbabwean driver upped his 
pace and set quicker and quicker stage 
times, only 0,5sec behind the hard-
charging Pirtek-sponsored Toyota Auris 
S2000 of Hein Lategan/Johan van der 
Merwe. This steady driver, who claimed 

the fastest time for SS4, will surely be a 
podium placeholder in coming events…
 Theuns Joubert/Carl Peskin 
(Salom Group Volkswagen Polo S2000) 
were also showing a good turn of speed 
on Day One, and found themselves 
in a battle for eighth place with Evan 
Hutchison/Elvene Coetzee (Motorite 
Volksswagen Polo S2000), JP Damseaux/
Carolyn Swan (Team Total Evolution 
Toyota RunX S2000) and Jaco van Dyk/
Hennie Botes (Volkswagen Poloi S2000).
 The fi ght in Class A7 was 
as fi erce as ever. Recently promoted 
from Class A5, Gulu Zulu (BP Ultimate 
Volkswagen Polo A7) made a return to 
this class, and led the pack of Toyota 
and Volkswagen crews to the close of 
Day One’s rally action. Gavin Cronje/
Van Aardt Schoeman (Volkswagen Polo 
A7) and Etienne du Toit/Patrick Vermaak 
(Toyota RunX A7) were both making 
giant leaps forward in their progress and 
understanding in their respective cars 
this weekend, and will most certainly 
be hounding the S2000 cars later this 
season.
 Craig Trott/Robbie Coetzee 
(Team Total Evolution Toyota RunX A6) 
and Leeroy Poulter/Henry Dearlove 
(Toyota RunX A6) were both neat and 
tidy in their line choices and were setting 
up a big battle for class supremacy for 
Day Two after they traded fastest class 
stages times.
 I was impressed by the outright 
pace and confi dent driving displayed 
by Western Cape regional rally driver 
Stefanie Hugo and father co-driver 
Willem Hugo (Toyota Corolla A6). Driving 
in a much less powerful vehicle, she is 
showing the men in Class A6 new tricks. 
She is most certainly a driver to watch in 
the future!
 Class A5 was led by Capetonian 
Ashley Haigh-Smith and co-driver 
Hilton Auffray (Team React Toyota 
Yaris A5). Driving against the factory 
BP Ultimate Volkswagen CitiGolf A5s of 
Andre Cleenwerck and Morne Janse van 
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Rensburg, Haigh-Smith show poise of 
a future champion. This young driver, 
who only recently turned 17 years of 
age and received his Learner’s Driver 
License, performed strongly in the hotly 
contested Class A5.

DAY TWO:
Day Two’s stages were a rerun of Day 
One’s, with some stages being run in 
reverse. With the leading crews cutting 
repeats stage times by fi ve seconds, 
the 2010 Toyota Dealer Rally thrilled 
the hundreds of spectators that fl ocked 
to the stages in and around Caledon on 
Saturday.
 Midway through SS7, the 
opening stage of the day, rally leader 
Habig did not pass the checkpoints. As 
second-placed Gemmell blasted past 
the many spectators donning their red 
Toyota caps, it was clear that Gemmell 
had inherited the rally lead and the 
rest of the fi eld was promoted up the 
leaderboard. Habig unfortunately was 
forced to retire from the rally when his 
Polo lost all drive (with a suspected 
failed clutch responsible for this). 
Gemmell pulled out an astounding 21sec 
lead over team-mates Cronje/Paislet, 
and were looking to pull off a Toyota 1-2 
on their “home” event, but it too was 
short-lived.
 In SS8, Gemmell suffers a 
puncture to lose 01min 14sec to stage 
winner Rautenbach to fi nd himself in fi fth 
place overall and 47,1sec adrift of team-
mate Cronje.
 Rautenbach opened up the 
taps of his new Ford Fiesta S2000 to 
challenge for a podium placing, and he 
quickly found himself in second place 
as a result of the demise of Gemmell, 
Fekken and Habig. Lurking in third place, 
Kuun was 3,1sec behind Rautenbach 
and was driving his Polo like he stole it 
through SS9 to leapfrog Rautenbach to 
take the rally lead with a lead of 3,5sec. 
Team-mate Fekken had also moved back 
onto the podium after an exciting drive 
in the morning’s opening stages.
 Cronje broke a propshaft joint, 
but managed to limp to Service Park in 
two-wheel drive. Repairs to the Castrol 
Toyota Auris S2000 cost him 11min of 
lateness, and thus a 01min 50sec time 
penalty that dropped them from second 
overall to sixth place and at the end of 
SS9 with 01min 50sec off the leader’s 
pace.
 Rautenbach responded in the 
penultimate stage of the rally to beat 
Kuun by a whopping 10,4sec, and 
thereby move into the rally’s lead with 
a 6,5sec cushion. In the fi nal stage of 
the “Overberg Grand Prix” it was Kuun 
who set the fastest stage time in his 
determination to for fi rst place, but he 
was only able to reel in Rautenbach by 
2,8sec, thus Rautenbach won by 4,6sec.
 “It’s fantastic”, said Rautenbach 
at the Caledon Casino, Hotel Spa fi nish. 
“I decided to have a real go in SS10, 
but I didn’t know hard to push in the 
last stage [SS11]. I didn’t want to go 
too hard and risk throwing it away.” He 
added: “Ford has built us a great car – it 
didn’t have a problem all weekend. I was 
getting used to it on Friday and decided 
to push on a bit on Saturday.”

 “I got a split time at the mid-
point of SS10,” said Kuun. “I had a 
perfectly clean run but still dropped fi ve 
seconds and thought I needed to raise 
my game a bit more. We went slightly 
wide and dropped 4 seconds and that 
was that.”
 Gemmell and Sturrock brought 
their factory Castrol Toyota Auris S2000 
home in fourth place, with a hard-
charging Hein Lategan in fi fth (after he 
had changed four control arms, three 
shock absorbers and two alternators) 
to fi nish 01m 54,9sec ahead of Cronje/
Paisley.
 Theuns Joubert/Carl Peskin 
Salom Group Volkswagen Polo S2000) 
were locked in a battle for seventh place 
overall with the Motorite Volkswagen 
Polo S2000 of Evan Hutchison/Elvene 
Coetzee, and pipped them at the fi nish 
line by 01,3sec.
 Jaco van Dyk/Hennie Botes 
brought their privateer Volkswagen Polo 
S2000 home in ninth position overall, 
over a minute clear of the Pirtek Toyota 
Auris S2000 of Visser du Plessis/Gerhard 
Snyman.
 It was the Toyota RunX A7 of 
Etienne du Toit/Patrick Vermaak who 
claimed a debut Class A7 win in their 
home event after a terrifi c battle with 
Gavin Cronje/Van Aardt Schoeman 
(Volkswagen Polo A7). Gugu Zulu (BP 
Ultimate Volkswagen Polo A7) and Chris 
de Wit (Automark Toyota RunX A7) both 
retired from the event early on Day Two, 
both with mechanical problems. Zulu 
was comfortably leading Class A7, and 
with more preparation time for this rally 
machine before the next event he will 
come back fi ghting.
 Leeroy Poulter/Henry Dearlove 
brought their Randburg Raceway/
Ferodo Toyota RunX A6 home  to win 
Class A6 at only their second rally event 
ever. Craig Trott/Robbie Coetzee (Team 
Total Evolution Toyota RunX A6) ended 
the event second in class, with Charl 
Strydom/Sakkie Bosman (Sabre Paints 
Volkswagen Polo A6) claiming the fi nal 
podium place in Class A6.
 Ashley Haigh-Smith made 
South African rally history when he 
became the youngest ever winner 
of a national rally class at age 17. 
Dominating Class A5, Haigh-Smith and 
co-driver Hilton Auffrey (React Toyota 
Yaris A5), bravely fought off the factory-
backed BP Volkswagen CitiGolf A5 of 
former Class A5 National Champion 
Andre Cleenwerck and new co-driver Kes 
Naidoo and Morne Janse van Rensburg/
Derek Jacobs in second factory A5 
CitiGolf.
 Class N3 was won by the local 
pairing of Abduraghman Amlay/Yusuf 
Ganief (Toyota RunX N3) ahead of the 
sister and brother pairing of Megan/
Oliver Verlaque in a similar Toyota RunX 
N3. Switching to the driver’s seat, the 
young Megan shone with her fast lines 
and brave driving style. I tip this driver 
to win her class in rallies this year.
 Crews head to Sabie, Nelspruit 
and White River for Round Two of the 
Sasol South African National Rally 
Championship on 23 – 24 April.
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With just four stages to run Gemmell 
held a comfortable 21 second lead over 
Cronje, who was seven seconds ahead 
of the VW of Enzo Kuun with the Auris 
S2000 showing a healthy turn of speed. 
At this time the Fiesta S2000 of Conrad 
Rautenbach was back in fourth place.
 As Cronje left the stop control 
at the end of stage seven a joint on the 

prop-shaft let go. Cronje and navigator 
Robert Paisley were able to remove 
the front section of the prop-shaft and 
drive to the service area in two wheel 
drive but incurred a penalty of a minute 
and fi fty seconds in the process. This 
effectively ended their challenge in the 
event, dropping them back to sixth 
place.
 Mark Cronje and Robert Paisley.
Just minutes later, part way through 
special stage eight, Johnny Gemmell had 

SANRC: TOYOTA DEALER RALLY
26 - 27 March 2010
Lady luck showed her most cruel face in the 2010 
Toyota Dealer Rally when she reshuffl ed the pack 
after special stage seven robbing the Castrol Team 
Toyota drivers Johnny Gemmell and Mark Cronje 
of fi rst and second places in the event.

LADY LUCK DESERTS CASTROL TEAM 
TOYOTA IN TOYOTA DEALER RALLY

Advertorial by Toyota South Africa
Pictures by Motorpics
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a puncture that cost him and navigator 
Drew Sturrock a little over a minute. 
With just three more stages to run there 
was just not enough stage distance left 
to recover this time and they had to 
settle for fourth place.
 This opened up an opportunity 
for Enzo Kuun (VW) and Conrad 
Rautenbach in the Fiesta, to take up 
the challenge for the lead. In the end it 
was Rautenbach from Kuun by just 4,6 
seconds with Hergen Fekken placed third 
a further 16 seconds back, followed by 
Gemmell.
 The gap between Rautenbach 
in fi rst and Gemmell in fourth was a 
minute and three seconds; less than 
the advantage held by Gemmell before 
he had the puncture. Had it not been 
for this misfortune Gemmell would 
likely have won the event. Hein Lategan 
brought his Team Pirtek Auris home in 
fi fth place followed by Cronje.
 Class A7 was won by Ettiene 
du Toit and Patrick Vermaak in a 
Toyota RunX. Leeroy Poulter and Henry 
Dearlove won Class A6, also in a RunX, 
while class A5 was won by Ashley Haigh-
Smith and Hilton Auffray in a Yaris. 
Abduraghman Amlay and Garth Ritch 
took the honours in class N3 in their 
RunX RSi.
 Fifth place for Cronje and 
Paisley this past weekend. 
 “As expected the S2000 class 
produced an extremely close battle in 
the Toyota Dealer Rally,” says Castrol 
Team Toyota team principal, Glyn Hall. 
“From the outset Johnny Gemmell and 
Mark Cronje were right on the pace with 
Johnny ending the fi rst day in second 
place just one second behind Jannie 
Habig with Mark in third place.
 “This put us in a really strong 
position for the second leg of the event 
on Saturday. The Auris was right on the 
pace with Johnny setting a really quick 
time to take the lead on the fi rst stage 
on Saturday with Mark backing him up – 
then we just ran out of luck.
 “The encouraging aspect of this 
event for the sport of rallying was that 
we saw a very good spread of stage 
wins with Johnny Gemmell and Hergen 
Fekken taking three stages each, Enzo 
Kuun two, and Mark Cronje, Conrad 
Rautenbach, and Jan Habig one stage 
apiece.
 Powering to fourth overall: 
Gemmell and Sturrock.
 “This indicates the closeness of 
competition in the top class that we are 
likely to see right through the season. 
Our intention is to tip that balance a 
little bit more in favour of Toyota and 
our sponsors Castrol, Innovation Group, 
and Imperial through the rest of the 
season.”

Final Classifi cation: 
01) C. Rautenbach/P. Marsh  – 01hr 28m 32,4s 
02) E. Kuun/G. Hodgson   +                 4,6s
03) H. Fekken/P. Arries  +               20,8s
04) J. Gemmell/D. Sturrock +        01m 03,3s
05) H. Lategan/J. Van der Merwe +        01m 31,6s 
06) M. Cronje/R. Paisley +        03m 26,5s 
07) T. Joubert/C. Peskin +        04m 12,2s 
08) E. Hutchison/E. Coetzee +        04m 13,5s
09) J. Van Dyk/H. Botes  +        05m 32,5s
10) V. Du Plessis/G. Snyman  +        06m 39,5s
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The reigning British Rally Champion 
has a 100% record of victory on the 
event having won in Wales last year 
and becomes the fi rst of the Pirelli Star 
Driver winners to take outright event 
honours.
 “We were a bit nervous coming 
into the event as there was a great 
deal expected of us,” said Cronin, “But 
we stuck to our plan and I’m obviously 
delighted to make such a good start to 
the championship season.”

 Their victory in the Impreza 
coupled with a great fourth place from 
Pirelli TEG Sport team mates Euan 
Thorburn and Paul Beaton, means that 
the Lancashire based outfi t also start the 
season in an excellent position to defend 
their British Teams Rally Championship 
title.
 The expected charge from last 
year’s Fiesta Sport Trophy Champions 
Craig Breen and Gareth Roberts was put 
to an end after the youngster’s Fiesta 
S2000 stopped after two stages.   
 Gwyndaf Evans and Chris 
Patterson also failed to make it back 

BRC: BULLDOG INTERNATIONAL RALLY
27 March 2010
Keith Cronin and Barry McNulty took a fi ne win on 
the opening round of the Dulux Trade MSA British 
Rally Championship, the Bulldog International 
Rally North Wales this weekend.

CRONIN SWEEPS TO VICTORY

Story by www.rallybrc.co.uk
Pictures by Jakob Ebrey Photography

2010 BRC Calendar:
01) 27 Mar:  Bulldog Intl Rally
02) 23 - 24 Apr:  Pirelli Intl Rally
03) 28 - 29 May:  Jim Clark Intl Rally
04) 09 - 10 Jul:  Intl Rally Isle of Man
05) 20 - 21 Aug:  Intl Rally NI
06) 24 - 25 Sep:  Intl Rally Yorkshire
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to the fi rst service with transmission 
problems, leaving Alastair Fisher and 
Rory Kennedy to take over second spot.
 But the County Tyrone driver’s 
excellent drive was also cut short near 
the end of the day when differential 
failure led to a blown clutch and 
retirement too.
 After a perfect build up to the 
season, winning the Border Counties 
Rally, Dave Weston Junior and Ieuan 
Thomas held their nerve to eventually 
take the runners-up spot, their Ramsport 
Impreza running faultlessly throughout 
the 100 mile (160km) event.
 Third place went to Adam 
Gould and Craig Drew in an ex-Higgins 
Impreza, but they nearly didn’t 
make it to the start after punching a 
strut through the top mount on the 
shakedown. Running with practically no 
spares, the outgoing Pirelli Star Driver
 In the Mitsubishi Evolution 
Ralliart Challenge, Jonny Greer and Dai 
Roberts took top spot in their Evo 9, 
missing fourth place on the event by just 
over seventeen seconds. The pair had an 
up and down event, a puncture costing 
time in he second loop but fi nishing 

strongly with a string of top three times.
 Elfyn Evans and Andrew 
Edwards set some stunning times in 
their Fiesta ST to not only win the Fiesta 
SportTrophy section of the event and the 
Rally 3 class, but take the all-important 
Pirelli Star Driver yellow jersey on home 
turf.
 Taking victory in the Citroën 
Racing Trophy and outright Rally 2 
honours were Mark Donnelly and Paddy 
Robinson after a great day for the pair in 
their new steed.
 Also taking a class win, that 
of Rally 1, as well as a deserved and 
crushing victory in the Swift Sport Cup, 
were Dulux Trade MSA British Rally 
Championship newcomers Mikko Pajunen 
and Janne Perala. The Finnish duo not 
only fi nished their fi rst Rally North 
Wales, but posted some excellent times 
and ended the day 17th overall in the 
little Swift.

Final Classifi cation: 
01) K. Cronin/B. McNulty  -  01hr 40m 03,0s
02) D. Weston Jnr/I. Thomas  +        02m 01,7s
03) A. Gould/C. Drew   +        02m 28,6s
04) E. Thorburn/P. Beaton  +        02m 44,1s
05) J. Greer/D. Roberts  +        03m 01,5s
06) D. Gass/N. Shanks   +        04m 56,5s
07) J. Pritchard/R. Durant  +        05m 25,8s
08) D. Sigurdson/A. Sigurdotti  +        05m 57,4s
09) E. Evan/A. Edwards  +        10m 27,5s
10) R. Swann/D. Garrod  +        10m 44,8s
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This weekend’s rally takes advantage 
of new-for-2010 rules to run the event 
from Thursday to Saturday (01 – 03 
April) to fi t in with the Islamic weekend.
 Recovering from the heaviest 
rain in Jordan for 20 years earlier this 
year when large parts of the rally route 
was destroyed, the event’s organisers 
made huge efforts (including the 
government and army) to help rebuild 
and repair the roads. However, the 
damage in some section was too great 
to repair and the route was slightly 
shortened.
 Only a few changes have 
been made to the 2008 edition of the 
Jordan Rally when it made its WRC 
debut. For this year, the service park 
will once more be situated at the Dead 
Sea. Interestingly, most stages of this 
rally are fully or partially below sea 
level west of the capital city of Amman. 
New roads to the north of Amman have 
been included for 2010 and will be used 
on the opening morning of the start 
ceremony in and around the former 
Roman city of Jerash. The rally route 
leads comptitors through historical and 
biblical sites around the Jordan Valley 
and Rumman forests, including the 
Baptism Site (where Jesus was baptised 
in the Jordan River) and Mount Nebo 
(where Moses looked over the Promised 
Land before he died and was buried 

there).  All but one of the 11 different 
stages will be used twice and some 
sections of road will be used four times. 
The second leg contains the marathon 
41,45km Jordan River speed test, a 
twisty stretch of road that runs north to 
south through ‘no man’s land’ alongside 
the Jordan - Palestine border.  Drivers 
tackle 21 stages covering 339,48km in a 
route of 911,78km.
 Mikko Hirvonen and Jarmo 
Lehtinen (BP Ford Abu Dhabi World Rally 
Team) were the fastest crew in Jordan 
when the won the event’s WRC debut in 
2008. “The surface is hard and it feels 
like driving on asphalt,” said Hirvonen. 
“There will be loose gravel on the surface 
for the fi rst pass through the stages, so 
the car will need a slightly soft set-up. 
But when the stages are repeated and 
the roads are clean the set-up will be 
harder, almost like we use on asphalt. 
There are no ditches there and in some 
bends it’s possible to make big cuts, so 
we can’t make the car too low. It’s a 
compromise set-up between gravel and 
asphalt.”
 “It’s the most diffi cult rally 
of the year on which to make pace 
notes,” added Hirvonen. “It’s fast and 
high speed sections are punctuated by 
small crests. But suddenly the rhythm 
can change and you come over a crest 
to fi nd a series of hairpin bends. There 
are no trees or bushes in the desert to 
use as sight lines so the notes must be 
pin-point accurate. We’ve analysed the 

reasons why we weren’t as competitive 
as we had hoped on the last round in 
Mexico and tried a few options during 
our test in Sardinia last week. I’m 
confi dent we’ll be fully competitive in 
Jordan.”
 Sebastien Loeb, whose aim 
(victory) hasn’t changed, is very much 
at home on this kind of surface: “We 
dominated in Mexico but we can’t relax 
as I know that our rivals will be back at 
their very best next weekend. Another 
victory would obviously be a big boost 
for us and for Citroen; it’s not going to 
be an easy rally. The stages take place 
right in the middle of the desert; there 
are no markers and we’re often running 
blind, so it’s easy to hit one of the big 
rocks that line the route. We have to be 
very precise when we’re making notes.”
After a highly successful event in Mexico, 
it will be Petter Solberg and Phil Mills the 
factory crews will have to keep an eye 
on. Will the 2003 World Rally Champion 
claim another podium spot?
 “Jordan will be extremely 
exciting,” said Solberg. “Everything was 
perfect in Mexico and that second place 
felt so, so good. We will be using our 
second car for the fi rst time in Jordan, 
together with a new and improved 
engine.”
 For up to the minute results 
of this weekend’s rally, visit http://
handbrakeshairpins.wordpress.com. 
Read a full event review in next week’s 
issue!

WRC: JORDAN RALLY
01 - 03 April 2010
The lowest point on earth will be the centre of the 
rallying world this weekend, as the World Rally 
Championship circus moves to the Middle East for 
Jordan Rally. 

MIKKO TO WIN IN JORDAN AGAIN?

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by WorldRallyPics
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This year’s event marks the 58th running 
of the Safari Rally (which originated 
in 1953) with the fi rst Coronation 
East African Safari Rally. It received 
international status in 1965 onwards, 
and in 1973 was included in the World 
Championship for Rallies (the forerunner 
of today’s World Rally Championship).  
 As from 1974, the event 
remained within the borders of Kenya 
after the collapse of the East African 
Community. It remained on the WRC 
calendar until it was dropped from the 
championship in 2002.
 Only in 2006 did the fi rst 
Kenyan African win this event and this 
honour went to George Mwangi when he 
navigated for driver Azad Anwar.
 KCB Safari Rally is an exciting 
and dynamic way to showcase Kenya’s 
beautiful and richly varied landscape. 
The Kenyan terrain lends itself to world-
class rallying and the organisers have 
been able to put together an improved 

itinerary once again, which offers variety 
to the FIA African Rally Championship. 
This year’s stages retained the best 
stages from previous rallies, but 
wherever possible the Route Director 
sought to improve each stage for this 
year’s rally.
 Rally crews will face 310km 
of competitive stage kilometers (and a 
total of 720km route) on 02 – 04 April. 
The ceremonial start takes place on 
Friday afternoon and is followed by the 
Spectator SuperSpecial in the outskirts 
of Nairobi. The rally machines will then 
be held in Parc Ferme at the Kenyatta 
International Conference Centre (the 
Rally HQ).
 Leg One of the rally takes 
competitors to Makuyu/Thika, Leg 
Two will be in and around Kajiado and 
Kiserian to end at 4pm that afternoon.

ARC: KCB SAFARI RALLY
02 - 04 April 2010
Round Two of the African Rally Championship is 
hosted by the KCB Safari Rally this weekend in 
Kenya. This former World Rally Championship 
event is regarded as the toughest test for rally 
crews not only in Africa but the world too.

TOP FIELD READIES FOR EPIC SAFARI

Story by Evan Rothman
Picture by African Rally Championship

2010 ARC Calendar:
01) Tanzania Rally:   19 - 21 Feb
02) Safari Rally:   02 - 04 Apr
03) Uganda Rally:   03 Apr - 02 May
04) Rwanda Rally:   04 - 06 Jun
05) Zambia Rally:   16 - 18 Jul
06) Zimbabwe Challenge:  27 - 29 Aug



After the disappointment at the Bulldog, 
Craig Breen and Gareth Roberts have the 
perfect opportunity to put that episode 
behind them as the Easter Holiday 
weekend beckons the traditional trip to 
the Circuit of Ireland as the Citroen Irish 
Tarmac Rally Championship roars back 
into action with round two. 
 On Saturday another chapter 
will be written in the event’s famous 
history and playing a major part will 
be Craig Breen in the Kick Energy Ford 
Fiesta S2000.
 Craig debuted the Fiesta S2000 
at the opening round in Galway, where 
he sensationally fi nished second overall 
to score twelve points and also pick 
up three bonus points for being the 
fi rst non-World Rally Car fi nisher in the 
overall classifi cation.
 Craig’s view on the weekend 
and the Circuit next weekend:
“It’s been a long time since I didn’t 
complete a rally and the retirement on 
Saturday was very hard to take. The fi rst 
round of a new championship season is 
very important as it’s give you a base 
on which to work from. This was how I 
was so successful last year. The non-
fi nish at the Bulldog gives my rivals the 
advantage but I’ve grown a lot over the 
last twelve months and I take this as not 
a set back but a challenge.  
 “Looking ahead to the Circuit, I 
want to keep my run going from Galway. 

The rally will be as tough as usual and 
the centrepiece will be the night stage, 
which will be interesting. Last year I 
went well on the night stages at the Jim 
Clark, so a good recce will be required. 
The characteristics of the stages will be 
different from that of Galway, as they 
are usually fast and fl owing and that is 
why I took in the National Championship 
round in Mayo where we tested gear 
ratios.”
 This year’s circuit is based in 
the Park Inn Hotel, Dundalk with the 15-
stage event covering stages in Counties 
Down, Armagh, Louth and Monaghan. 
 A marathon 29km night-
time stage will be the centrepiece 
of this year’s rally with thousands of 
fans expected to descend on Dundalk 
for the ceremonial start on Easter 
Saturday. Craig is seeded at number 
six. All the usual suspects are attending, 
championship leader after Galway 
Gareth MacHale (Ford Focus WRC) is 
the top seed, Derek McGarrity (driving 
a Subaru Impreza S12B) is in second 
place and the top three is completed by 
Tim McNulty in another Impreza S12B. 
 Craig is classifi ed as the top 
Group N competitor at sixth with Alastair 
Fisher following in seventh and the top 
ten is completed with Garry Jennings, 
Richard Carthcart, and Alan Ring. 
 Nine stages are scheduled 
for Easter Saturday, then on Easter 
Sunday six stages will be run in the 
Castleblayney/Crossmaglen area.

CITRC: CIRCUIT OF IRELAND RALLY
02 - 04 April 2010
There’s no better medicine than to get back out 
there when something goes wrong in any sport, 
and that’s especially true in rallying.

BREEN TO PULL OUT ALL STOPS

Story by Craig Breen Rallying
Pictures by www.rallyprint.com

The 2010 Fiesta SportTrophy Ireland 
championship heads to the town 
of Dundalk for Round Two of the 
championship, the UTV Drive Circuit of 
Ireland Rally. The event takes place this 
weekend and is credited as being the 
second oldest rally in the world.
 The event was fi rst run almost 
80 years ago and has seen its fair share 
of epic battles and even more famous 
names over the years. The likes of Colin 
McRae, Roger Clark and Paddy Hopkirk 
have all competed and won the Circuit in 
the past. 
 The FST event takes place on 
Day One of the full International rally
and competitors will battle it out over 
158 stage kilometres.
 Round One winners Stephen 
Wright/Paul McGee will be looking for a 
repeat of their dominant performance 
in Galway. Wright won fi ve of the 
nine stages in Galway on his way to a 
comfortable 56sec victory. With a long 
seven week lay off between Rounds 
One and Two, Wright has kept himself 
“match fi t” by competing on the fi rst 
two rounds of the Northern Ireland 
Rally Championship taking a win and 
a third place fi nish to also lead that 
championship.
 Dara Leonard/Vinnie Boyd put 
in an impressive display to take second 
place at Galway. Desi Henry had hoped 
to challenge Wright in Galway but 
struggled with an underpowered engine. 
Henry and co-driver John Rowan will be 
hoping to put that experience behind 
them on the Circuit.
 Fiesta R2 driver Stephen Baxter 
made a fantastic FST Ireland debut in 
Galway until an accident on SS6 saw 
him retire from the event. Baxter scored 
three stage wins in the fi rst fi ve stages 
and held the lead going into SS6. Baxter 
and co-driver Karl Atkinson will be out to 
prove that it wasn’t just beginners luck
in Galway.
 The 2010 Fiesta SportTrophy 
Ireland Championship supports the 
TROA Irish Tarmac Championship, 
competing over one day of the full 
International rallies.

Round Two of the Fiesta 
SportTrophy Ireland 
heads to Dundalk.

FST TO CIRCUIT
FST: IRELAND
02 - 04 April 2010
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